Dear Friends,

Meadow Hill works with families across the span of their pets’ lives. On the one hand, we create keepsakes that let you celebrate the fun and vitality of your pet; on the other hand, our products help you anticipate the loss of an aging or ailing pet. We also work with veterinarians and funeral, cremation, and cemetery services that deal with your pet’s end of life.

What matters most to me—to all of us at Meadow Hill—is that you are 100% satisfied with your Buddies keepsakes. This guarantee includes the metal, workmanship, engraving, and our customer service. We appreciate your consideration of our products and hope their touch fills you with the same love you experienced with your best buddy at your side.

Founder and President
www.meadowhillco.com
A “buddie” you’ll always have with you…

Pets have an uncanny way of working themselves into our hearts. These four-legged family members make us laugh and provide comfort and protection. They make few demands and never judge. Our best buddies just love us!

Now, Meadow Hill’s Buddies Beloved Pet Keepsakes remind us of that love wherever we go.

Buddies start as two-dimensional ink prints of the paw, or nose. (We can work with clay or resin molds and close-up digital photographs as well.) Meadow Hill scans your print, creates a wax model of it, giving it a third dimension. Then our artisans use the time-honored method called lost wax casting to make each unique piece. Hand polished, your keepsake is finished with the engraving of your choice. Additional pieces of the same print can be ordered at any point in time.

Buddies keepsakes invite touch. The simple stroking of the charm makes you smile when you are away from your pet. It also brings comfort and a way to remember the buddy who is no longer with you.

Creating Keepsakes

Living Pets
For the living pets in your household, the process begins with selecting a keepsake from the many options in this booklet or on our web site at www.meadowhillco.com.

Aging or Deceased Pets
If your pet is nearing the end of life, or has just passed, now is the time to capture a paw, nose or other print.

Service Providers
Meadow Hill works with a number of professional service providers who can help you capture the prints. These people include your local veterinarian, funeral home, pet cremation service or pet cemetery. They capture the print for you and take care of ordering your selections.

Print Sources
Meadow Hill can also work with prints from a variety of other sources, such as clay, plaster or resin molds of prints and close-up digital photographs.

Meadow Hill stores every print used in creating your keepsake in a secure electronic file. This allows you to create additional pieces at any time in the future.
Sizes

Thumbies products are available in two sizes.

The **Standard charm** is approximately 1/2”W x 5/8”L.

The **Grand charm** is approximately 3/4”W x 1”L.

Precious Metals

Thumbies products are available in sterling silver, 14k white gold, and 14k yellow gold. They are slightly domed on the print side and flat with a burnished finish for engraving on the back side.

Face Styles

About the size of a dime, Standard Buddies charms come in various face styles including a pawprint, a noseprint and a broad category called “OTHER” (e.g. horse hoofs, bird talons, hamster claws, etc.)

Meadow Hill selects the print with the greatest definition.

Ink Kit Instructions

**Step 1.** Move the ink pad to the animal, gently tapping on the paw or nose (if allowed) two to three times.

**Step 2.** Place a scrap piece of paper on a firm surface and bring it to the inked paw or nose and gently touch it. Repeat this process until you are satisfied with the look of the practice prints. Now re-ink the paw or nose and create fresh prints on the order card or a clean index card.

Simply staple the better prints to the order card. Meadow Hill’s artisans will select the best one for casting and will “clean up” unwanted hair lines around the pads.

Face Styles

Meadow Hill can work with a variety of animal prints.

Ink Kit Instructions

**Step 1.** Move the ink pad to the animal, gently tapping on the paw or nose (if allowed) two to three times.

**Step 2.** Place a scrap piece of paper on a firm surface and bring it to the inked paw or nose and gently touch it. Repeat this process until you are satisfied with the look of the practice prints. Now re-ink the paw or nose and create fresh prints on the order card or a clean index card.

Simply staple the better prints to the order card. Meadow Hill’s artisans will select the best one for casting and will “clean up” unwanted hair lines around the pads.

Use this same technique for capturing a noseprint. The ink is vegetable-based and will not harm your pet. An alternative to an ink print is a close-up digital photograph of your pet’s paw. Unfortunately, a digital photograph of the nose does not produce the quality that is required.
Standard Charms

Feel the touch of your favorite pal as you run your finger across the surface of this mainstay of the Buddies line.

14k yellow gold, Standard, pawprint charm with diamond and chain

Sterling silver, Standard, pawprint charm with chain

14k yellow gold, Standard, noseprint charm with a May birthstone and chain

Sterling silver, Standard, noseprint charm with a September birthstone

Sterling silver, Standard, bird talon charm with genuine pearl and chain

14k yellow gold, Standard, hoofprint charm with May and June birthstones

The Standard charm is approximately 1/2"W x 5/8"L.

Engraving
Your Standard charm comes with two lines of engraving with up to 10 characters and spaces per line. An optional third line of engraving may be purchased.
Heartfelt™ Charms

Meadow Hill’s Heartfelt Charms reflect the touch of unconditional love offered by our best Buddies.

Your pet’s print lays atop a matte finished surface.

Add a birthstone or diamond to your Heartfelt keepsake charm to make it even more endearing.

Even the smallest creatures leave an impression on our hearts.

Your single Heartfelt charm comes with two lines of engraving with up to 10 characters and spaces on each line. An optional third line may be purchased.

Your double Heartfelt charm comes with one angled line containing up to 15 characters and spaces. OR Engrave three characters (initials) behind each print.

You and your buddy… Put your hearts together on one piece with the double Heartfelt charm. Place your pets noseprint on top of your own full fingerprint.

Single Heartfelt charms measure 3/4”H x 9/16”L. Double Heartfelt charms measure 1”H x 1”L.
**Grand Charms**

The elegance of your Grand Buddies charm will surely invite admiration and questions about the pet whose touch is with you wherever you go.

14k yellow gold, Grand, pawprint charm with January birthstone and chain

All of the options available for Standard Buddies Charms are offered on a Grand Charm.

**Family Ties™ Collection**

Our pets quickly become members of the family. These exciting, multi-print charms remind us of the strong bonds we have with our animal friends.

14k white gold, Grand, hoofprint charm

Adorn your pendant with a diamond, or birthstone. Genuine stones are available upon request.

**Engraving**

The Grand charm is approximately 3/4”W x 1”L. Your Grand charm comes with three lines of engraving with up to 12 characters and spaces on each line. An optional forth line may be purchased.

Family Ties Collection charms are available in 3, 4, 5, and 6 print designs. In each position on the charm a pawprint, noseprint or other pet prints can be placed.

Family Ties are approximately 1-1/8”W x 1-1/8”L. Engraving Your Family Ties charm comes with two lines of engraving with up to 12 characters and spaces on each line. No optional third line may be purchased.
Rings

With a twist of this special ring, the mind paints vivid pictures of your beloved pet. Especially, when the ring bears the unique touch of your pets’ paws or cold, wet nose.

14k yellow gold, 8mm Remembrance Band with pawprints
14k white gold, Signet Ring with hoofprint
sterling silver, 6mm Remembrance Band with bird talons

Remembrance Bands™

Multiple pawprints, noseprints or other prints are placed in a channel created by polished raised edges. Prints may be from the same or multiple animals. Available in 6mm (1/4") and 8mm (3/8") widths, in sizes from 3.5 to 13.5. Various layouts for pawprints and noseprints are shown.

Combine your print(s) with your pet’s print
Your fingerprints cascading down the sides of this band or two different prints on either side, make this band something to remember. Forever connect with your pet by adding his or her pawprint or noseprint to the top of this band. Fingerprint bands are only available in 8mm (3/8") width, in sizes 3.5 to 13.5.

14k white gold, Remembrance Band with repeating noseprints
Shown in 6mm
Sterling Silver 8mm Remembrance Band with full fingerprint and pawprint overlay

Signet Rings

With classic style, Meadow Hill’s Signet Rings hold the print of your beloved pet. These rings are available in 14k white or yellow gold, in sizes 3.5 to 13.5.

14k yellow gold, Signet Ring with noseprint
3/8"W x 8/16"L
Shown with normal top in sizes from 3.5 - 8.5

14k white gold, Signet Ring with hoofprint
7/16"W x 9/16"L
Shown with large top in sizes from 9 - 13.5

Engraving

Your Remembrance Band or Signet Ring comes with one line containing up to 20 characters and spaces. An additional eight characters may be purchased.
For Her...

A woman’s jewelry holds layers of meaning. Beyond the obvious decorative value, her favorite pieces often speak of connections with things that bring routine to her busy life, like the imprint of the dog’s nose on the patio sliding door. How many times has she washed it off this week?

**Hanging Charm Pin**

Either a Standard or Grand charm hangs freely from a series of stylized loops, giving the overall effect of a bow.

This charm is the perfect keepsake for women with metal allergies or for those who find it difficult to use a clasp.

The Hanging Charm Pin with a Standard charm is approximately 1”W x 1-1/2”L and the Grand charm pin is 1”W x 1-7/8”L.

**Engraving**

Your Hanging Pin charm comes with the same engraving used on either the Standard or Grand charm. An optional third line may be purchased.

**Earrings**

Two types of Buddies earrings are available: post and nut and lever-back ear wire. Post and nut earrings fit snugly against the ear lobe, while lever-backs hang freely below the lobe.

**Engraving**

Each of your Earrings comes with two lines of engraving with up to 10 characters and spaces per line. An optional third line is available on lever-back style, but not on the post and nut style.

**Charm Bracelets**

Have more than one special pet? A charm bracelet is the perfect solution. Each of your pals can have its own spot on your wrist. No one needs to know who your ‘Best Buddie’ is.

Meadow Hill’s double link charm bracelets come in two lengths: 7” and 8”. The purchase of a Bracelet includes the soldering of one charm onto the bracelet. Charms are purchased separately.
For Him...

Knowing that men greet the subject of jewelry in different ways, Meadow Hill offers a wide range of keepsakes they can wear or carry.

Tie Tac / Lapel Pin
Either the Standard or Grand Buddies can be made into a tie tac or lapel pin. A post with clutch receptor is laser attached to the backside of the piece.

Engraving
Your Tie Tac or Lapel Pin comes with the engraving used on your selected Standard or Grand charm.

Key Fob
Since most people carry keys, a keepsake connected to a daily routine is wonderfully comforting. A Standard or a Grand Buddies charm with any of our pet designs is embedded in a protective coating of crystal-clear Lucite®.

The Key Fob with charm is 1-1/2"W x 1-1/2"L.

Engraving
Your Key Fob comes with the engraving used on either the Standard or Grand charm within your Key Fob.

Cuff Links
Two Buddies Standard Charms can be fashioned into a pair of cuff links. The prints can be the same or from two different animals.

Mounted Buddies
Meadow Hill offers a number of products on which Buddies keepsakes can be mounted: a lighter, a pocket knife, and a money clip. Custom mounting on other objects with flat surfaces is available upon request.

Engraving
Your mounted charm comes with two lines of engraving with up to 10 characters and spaces on each line. An optional third line may be purchased. Engraving is placed on the object itself.
Accessories

Chains
Any charm can be made into a pendant with the purchase of a chain. 18” box chains are available in sterling silver and 18” anchor chains are used for both 14k yellow and white gold. Sturdy lobster clasps are used on all chains. 21”, 24” and 30” chains are also available in all three metals. 18” Leather cords are also available.

Sterling silver box chain

Anchor chains in 14k yellow gold and 14k white gold

Leather cords
Leather cords come in pink, black or brown with plated gold or sterling silver findings.

Birthstones
Adding a stone or two couldn’t be easier. Our standard birthstones are synthetic. Diamonds, pearls, opals, onyx and topaz are genuine stones. Genuine birthstones are available for an additional fee. We can also add one of your own stones to your charm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic Birth Stones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genuine Stones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engraving
To further personalize your keepsake, the following engraving is included at no additional charge in either BLOCK or Script font styles.
For information about the engraving on each piece, please refer to the product page in this brochure for full details.